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FIRING RANGE PENALTY POINTS  
(Adopted 12/05/2001, revised 4/23/2012) 

                               
                         FETC Form 02              

                     
The following penalties will be deducted from an officer’s final score when firing a Commission 
Qualification Course of Fire for initial certification, annual weapon requalification or any other 
scored firing range activity sponsored or sanctioned by the Commission. 
 
 5-point deduction for an officer not starting a drill from the “interview” position. 
 
 5-point deduction for beginning to shoot before the “THREAT” command is given. 
 
 5-point deduction for each time an officer reloads in the standing position at the 15-yard 

line. 
 
 5-point deduction for every round shot if an officer continues to fire after the “CEASE 

FIRE” command has been given. 
 
 5-point deduction for every round shot if an officer does not take cover, is exposed, or is 

not in cover behind the barricade. 
 
 5-point deduction for every round shot if an officer does not place their non-shooting hand 

across their torso during the strong or weak hand unsupported drills. 
 
 5-point deduction for every round shot if an officer does not shoot the drill as required, i.e. 

unsupported drills - shoots with support, weak hand drills - shoots strong handed, elbow 
tuck - point shoots. 

 
 5-point deduction for every round shot if an officer shoots more rounds than specified 

during any drill or from any position. 
 
 

 
Officers who shoot rounds at another lane’s targets will not be awarded any points for those 
shots.  They will also receive no alibi rounds for those shots.  They will qualify with the score 
on their target. 
 
Officers whose target is shot by another lane’s rounds will receive the highest possible score 
for that phase of the qualification course based on their target.  In other words, the highest 
scoring shots (36 for Phase I, 24 for phase II) will be counted. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

NOTE: Any officer violating range safety rules will be immediately removed             
from the firing line and will not be permitted to continue. 


